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Tracklist

A1 Ashes
A2 Rats
A3 Faith
A4 See The Light
A5 Miasma
B1 Dance Macabre
B2 Pro Memoria
B3 Witch Image
B4 Helvetesfönster
B5 Life Eternal
C1 It's A Sin
D1 Avalanche
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Credits

Lacquer Cut By – JN-H*

Notes

3D lenticular cover on single pocket sleeve. Includes printed inner sleeve and fold-out album cover
poster.

Made in the U.S.A.

LP Catalog Number: LVR00375 (on jacket) / LVR00400 (on labels)
7" Catalog Number - LVR00400

Barcode and Other Identifiers

Barcode: 888072054400
Matrix / Runout (Side A runout, stamped): MRP1228 / LVR 00363-A 172124E1/A [LVR00363-
A1 JN-H etched] STERLING [A8 etched]
Matrix / Runout (Side B runout, stamped): MRP1228 / LVR 00363-B 172124E2/A3 [LVR00363-
B1 JN-H etched] STERLING [B8 etched]
Matrix / Runout (Side C runout, stamped): MRP1272 / LVR 0037-A 173136H1/A [LVR00377-A
JN-H etched] STERLING
Matrix / Runout (Side D runout, stamped): MRP1272 / LVR 0037-B 173136H2/A1 [LVR00377-B
JN-H etched] STERLING
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Comments about Prequelle - Ghost
fetish

The sound is really good,but In the case of the pressing a kind of lottery.It´s the problem with GZ
Media which where the records are manufactured,it could "all" be fine and the record is top or you
have kind of production rest on the items,and sounds like sand,when you get it out of the paper
sleeve,pops,clicks and of course the worst, scratches when listening the records.
Eigonn

Unfortunately a bad pressing as many other people have said. I would stay away if you care about
sound quality.
Mbon

First copy arrived with scratches all over side B, and the spindle hole was off-centre. After a few
emails back and forth with Loma Vista, they sent me a replacement copy that I received today. The
replacement was covered in scratches on both sides, and the LP appeared to have been pushed
through the inner sleeve prior to being packed. Loads of pops and a completely disappointing
experience. I will be staying clear of Loma Vista pressings in the future. Lesson learned.
Raniconne

Does anyone know where Loma Vista confirmed that there were 5,000 pressed of this version?
SlingFire

My copy came in incredible condition, the base is mixed unbelievably well. That being said, be
cautious. This pressing is known to be inconsistent, and there are several reports of God awful
copies.
RuTGamer

So I own this pressing and the CDON exclusive also. Comparing both, I have to say that the pressing
quality in this one is not as great as the CDON one.There are a lot of pops, some hiss and noises on
both sides. It's sad considering how beautiful the artwork and color looks on this pressing.
Nicanagy

Got mine today,and it sounded pretty good. No pops or clicks
zzzachibis

This lp sounds beyond fucking good. Unbelievable quality. Fantastic lenticular cover! I cant stop
looking at it or spinning it
Lonesome Orange Kid

Lots of Wow and flutter.... I can see headshell going left and right, as if the spindle whole is off
centered... With the album and the 7'' single. on strings songs I can really hear the flutter.... OK, the
lenticular cover is just amazing, but I won't listen too much on vinyl :(
Anarasida

Agree 100%. My spindle hole was too small too, had to use a scissors to file it a little bigger.
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Hulis

I am shocked by how bad the quality of this pressing is.
Gaeuney

same here - mine even has a skip on the b side on one of the tunes!
Bev

Man the price inflation on this got out of hand quick. It's not even that limited.
Samulkree

Indeed. It's not even known how limited it really is. The 3D cover looks awesome though.
Nea

So my copy just arrived. It actually sounds fantastic! Few pops here and there, in which are very
minor. But still worth the wait, would recommend. Just don't spend a lot on it!
Spilberg

Is the 7 inch actually sealed inside? Just received my pressings
Cargahibe

No, the 7" is not sealed seperately ... ... .
Orevise

Oh I worded it incorrectly, the 7 inch is actually inside the sealed album though
นℕĨĈტℝ₦

Nope, mine is not. It was just inside the sleeve.
Ahieones

rwessel Here the same problem.
Rasmus

Am I the only one disappointed with the pressing? Lots of pops and hisses all over the LP.
RUL

Did you clean it at all? Mine is pretty quiet after running through a spin clean. It isn't the best
quality pressing (little dished) but it sounds pretty good.
MisTereO

Mine sound pretty clear to be honest. Question how many copies did they pressed? Latest copies
might have some defects as matrix wears out?
Aver

Is this the only pressing with the 3D lenticular cover?
Unh

EvanMichael555 Is this the only pressing with the 3D lenticular cover? yes it is. Their other version
they pressed as well did not even have it.
ᴜɴɪᴄᴏʀɴ

Anyone know how many of this variant were pressed? I'm going to guess at least 1,000.
Pringles

Yeah, just seen that. I know Ghost are "in" at the moment, but the world seems to have gone mad.
Leniga

Blokeski I've read 300 somewhere and 1000 somewhere else. It seems to be the most valuable one at
the moment (as of writing a copy of it as at £175 with 30 bids - mine cost £24!). There’s also one
with a £500 buy it now! Jeez



Ricep

I've read 300 somewhere and 1000 somewhere else. It seems to be the most valuable one at the
moment (as of writing a copy of it as at £175 with 30 bids - mine cost £24!).
Ramsey`s

maybe 3000. at least it was when they released the ceremony and devotion lp
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